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Abstract 

We recorded about 7,000 short videos of 34 actors expressing facially the six basic emotions 

(fear, happiness, surprise, anger, sadness, and disgust), pain, and neutrality. The duration of the 

1,088 most promising movies was reduced to 500 ms (15 frames). Faces were aligned on points 

placed on three robust facial landmarks (the pupil centers and the tip of the nose) across frames 

and videos. The frame containing the peak of the expression was extracted from each of these 

videos. Participants rated each stimulus with respect to how intensely it expressed happiness, 

disgust, fear, anger, sadness, surprise, and pain. The STOIC database comprises the 80 movies 

and corresponding photos most consistently recognized by observers while showcasing five male 

and five female actors, each expressing facially all basic emotions, pain, and neutrality.  It is 

freely available here. 

 

 



 

Facial emotional expressions communicate information from which we can quickly infer 

the state of mind of our peers, and adjust our behavior accordingly (Darwin, 1872). Most 

psychophysical studies on facial expressions have been conducted using photos. However, the 

results from neuroimaging studies suggest that the brain regions involved in processing of facial 

affect—such as the posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS), the amygdala, and insula—

respond differently to dynamic—more realistic—than to static emotional expressions (e.g., 

Haxby, Hoffman, & Gobbini, 2000, 2002; Kilts et al., 2002; LaBar et al., 2003). Furthermore, 

Humphreys, Donnelly and Riddoch (1993) reported the case of a patient who could accurately 

recognize emotional expressions from moving points of light, but not from static images; and, 

reciprocally, Adolphs et al., (2003) reported the case of a patient who could only recognize 

dynamic emotional expressions. Yet the role played by dynamic features in the recognition of 

facial expression of emotions is still largely unknown (e.g., Ambadar et al., 2005). 

Several photo databases of facial expressions are available, such as the popular set 

developed by Ekman and Friesen (1975; e.g., CAFE, Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces). 

Likewise, there are a few video databases of facial expressions available (e.g., Battocchi & 

Pianesi, 2004; Cohen, Sebe, Garg, & Huang, 2002; Douglas-Cowie, Cowie, & Schröder, 2000; 

Kanade, Cohn, & Tian, 2000; Martinkauppi, Soriano, Huovinen, & Laaksonen, 2002; O’Toole et 

al., 2005; Pantic, Valstar, Rademaker, & Maat, 2005; Sun, Sebe, Lew, & Gevers, 2004; Wallhoff 

& [FG-NET]. 2005). None of these databases is perfectly adapted to the experiments that we plan 

to carry out to examine the role played by dynamic features in the recognition of facial 

expression of emotions, namely, classification-image and gaze-tracking experiments. Therefore, 

we developed STOIC, a database of emotions expressed facially conform to our needs. The main 

characteristics of the database are: 

(1) It includes both videos and photos extracted from these videos. 

(2) It includes facial expressions of the six basic emotions as well as pain and neutrality. 

Regardless of whether pain should be considered a basic emotion, its evolutionary 

significance cannot be denied. It is obvious that the capacity to feel pain (Williams, 2002) 

and to recognize it in others is just as important as any basic emotions for our survival 

(Craig, 2004).  



(3) The static stimuli as well as every frame of the dynamic stimuli were spatially aligned—

and, in the case of the dynamic stimuli, temporally aligned—thus insuring a consistent 

positioning of facial features on the screen and minimizing head and body movements. 

This characteristic of the database will greatly simplify the analysis of classification-

image and gaze-tracking data. 

(4) Over one thousand videos and photos were validated independently. In contrast to what is 

typically done, we put each stimulus in the perceived emotion category—not necessarily 

the emotion that the actor intended to express. Only the 80 dynamic and corresponding 

static stimuli that led to the greatest consensus among observers were kept. 

(5) The database is suitable for face identification (10 actors, each expressing facially the 

seven emotions and neutrality) and gender discrimination (half of the actors are females), 

in addition to facial expression recognition.  

More details about the STOIC database are provided in the following pages.  

Stimuli creation 

We recorded a total of about 7,000 movies of emotions expressed facially by 34 actors. 

Four observers selected the best 1,088 movies—those that appeared most genuine and contained 

the least head movement. Faces in these selected movies were aligned spatially and temporally. 

One thousand eighty-eight photos were created by extracting the frame that contained the peak 

expression of every movie. 

Actors. A total of 34 actors (16 females) between the ages of 20 and 45 years were recruited 

among theatrical schools in Montreal. It was reasoned that experienced actors could more easily 

produce emotions that appear genuine. To insure some uniformity between the visual stimuli, 

actors were asked not to wear jewelry, or have facial piercing. Powder was used to reduce 

sweating and reflecting light and a hairnet insured that hair would not get in the way. 

Filming. Actors were asked to facially express the six basic emotions (happiness, disgust, 

fear, anger, sadness, and surprise) as well as pain and neutrality. Filming took place in a semi-

anechoic chamber with chroma-key blue background, equipped with two diffuse tungsten lamps. 

The movie streams were recorded using a Canon XL1S video camera. Data was digitally 

transferred to a Personal Computer (AMD 1700 processor) and captured using Adobe Premier 

Pro software. The videos were captured in color at a rate of 29.97 images per second with a 

resolution of 720 by 480 pixels. The actors were positioned 1.5 meter from the lens of the camera 



and centered in the image. We deinterlaced the video track using a blending method. At the 

beginning of each recording, actors were asked to hold a Kodak colors chart to allow color and 

luminance calibrations. However, the validation was done only on the achromatic stimuli but 

remains available for further sudies. Each recording session lasted approximately one hour; actors 

had to generate multiple exemplars of the eight facial expressions at different intensities (weak, 

moderate, high). Actors were asked to say “ah” when expressing the emotions. The audio track 

was removed for the current validation but remains available for further studies (see Belin, 

Fillion-Bilodeau & Gosselin, 2008).  

Movies and photos. The video track was initially segmented into one-second movies, 

including the full rise of the facial expressions. Four graduate students chose the four best movies 

for each emotion and actor (i.e., 34 actors * 8 emotions * 4 exemplars = 1,088 movies) based on 

two criteria: minimum body and head displacements and apparent authenticity of the expressed 

emotions. For each movie, we isolated facial-muscle movements by aligning three robust facial 

features using home-brewed Matlab programs. Thus, for every frame of every movie, three points 

were positioned, by human observers, on the centers of the pupils and on the tip of the nose. 

Then, we translated, rotated, and scaled the landmark positions of each frame of each movie to 

minimize the mean square of the difference between them and a template (see Figure 1; e.g., 

Gonzalez, Woods & Eddins, 2002).  

 

 

Figure 1. Left: Mean of all frames of a fear movie pre-alignment superimposed with the position 

of the facial landmarks annotated in red and the average facial landmarks in green. A dynamic 

version is available here. Right: The same but post-alignment: A significant amount of smear has 

been removed. A dynamic version is available here. 

 



This template was the average of the landmark positions across all frames and movies scaled so 

that inter-ocular distance was 100 pixels. A consequence of this spatial alignment is that a 

featural meaning can now be ascribed to a coordinate. While these transformations worked nicely 

with clips that contained a lot of head movement, they introduced jitter in those that contained 

minimal movements. These movie clips were therefore rotated and translated on each frame, and 

scaled on the mean landmark locations. The frames were cropped at 256 x 256 pixels, centered 

on the aligned nose landmark. Movies were also aligned temporally by annotating the last neutral 

frame prior the appearance of the emotional expression and were shortened to 15 frames (500 

ms). Our static expressions consisted of the apex of every movie. We’ve added mid-gray 

elliptical masks to the movies convolved with a Gaussian filter having a standard deviation of 2 

pixels to remove sharp edges. These masks were fitted by emotions and by subjects to reveal all 

internal and remove all external facial features; when necessary, we fitted individual movies (and 

photos). 

Validations 

We proceeded with two separate validations—one for the photos and the other for the 

movies. This allowed us to derive a measure of stimulus recognizability based on entropy. 

Participants. Thirthy-five participants (20 females) from Montréal were recruited for the 

validation dynamic expressions (the mean age and years of schooling were 25 and 16 

respectively). Thirthy-five others (19 females) also from Montréal participated in the validation 

of the static expressions (the mean age and years of schooling were 23 and 16 respectively). All 

participants had normal or corrected vision. 

Procedure. The validations took place in computer rooms at the Université de Montréal. 

All 1,088 movies (and photos) were presented to all participant using the Internet browser Firefox 

2 on Macintosh G5 computers; our website was programmed in PHP/JavaScript. Photos were 

presented for 500 ms, that is, the same duration as the movies. Movies and photos were preceded 

and followed by mid-gray frames. Data was automatically saved on a Macintosh server’s MySQL 

database. Participants were told they would see several movies (or photos) of actors expressing 

facially one of eight possible emotions, i.e., fear, happiness, anger, disgust, pain, sadness, 

surprise, and neutrality. We added that they could view the movies (or photos) a second time if 

they felt it was necessary but not more. Participants were instructed to rate each stimulus with 

respect to how intensely it expresses happiness, disgust, fear, anger, sadness, surprise, and pain, 



using seven continuous scroll bars (from leftmost = "not at all" to rightmost = "the most intense 

possible"). If they perceived an ambiguous facial expression, they were asked to rate the movie 

on more than one scroll bar. If they perceived neutrality, they were asked to simply set all scroll 

bars to the leftmost position. 

Stimulus entropy. We measured movies (and photos) ambiguity by computing the entropy 

(E) of their scroll bar ratings: 
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where pi is a proportion derived from the scroll bar ratings of emotion i. A stimulus with an 

entropy of 0 bit was always given a non-zero rating on a single emotion scroll bar—it’s as 

unambiguous as it can be; and a stimulus with an entropy of 2.8074 bits was given equal ratings, 

on average, on all emotion scroll bars—it’s as ambiguous as it can be. 

In preparation for the computation of the proportions (pi), the scroll bar ratings were 

transformed into z-scores for every participant. This transformation insures that a conservative 

participant that used only the first third of the scroll bars, for example, is comparable to a blasé 

participant that used only the second third of the scroll bars and to an ideal participant that used 

the entire scroll bars; but, importantly, it preserves the relative rating differences between 

emotions. Then the mean of the z-scores across participants but within emotion (zi) were 

transformed into pi as follows: 

€ 

pi =
zi

2 ×max zi( )
+ 0.5

. 

We categorized each movie (and photos) as a member of the emotion for which it received the 

highest pi. Thus one movie from the final selection was put in the pain category because 

participants rated the movie highest on the pain dimension even though the actor’s intention was 

to express sadness. Likewise, another movie from the final selection was put in the surprise 

category even though it was intended to express neutrality. The only exception to this "max" rule 

was the neutrality category: a movie (or an photo) was categorized as neutral if max(pi) was 

smaller than criteria including 1/8 of the movies (or photos).  

 

 



The database 

The STOIC database comprises the 80 movies and corresponding photos associated with 

the smallest entropy values—most consistently recognized—while showcasing five male and five 

female actors, each expressing facially all basic emotions, pain, and neutrality. Tables 1 and 2 

show the entropy values of every stimulus (see also Figures 2, 3, and 4 for their proportions 

derived from the scroll bar ratings— pi). 

A 3-way ANOVA (actor gender x stimuli type x emotion) on the entropy values revealed no 

significant difference between dynamic and static stimuli or male and female actors. A 

statistically significant effect of emotion was found (F(6,140) = 30, p < .001). Tukey post-hoc 

comparisons showed that entropies for fear and pain emotions are significantly larger (p < .001) 

than those for all other emotions—indicating that fear and pain were the most difficult emotions 

to recognize—but did not differ from one another (ns). Happiness and anger were the easiest 

emotions to recognize and did not differ from one another (ns). Moreover, the entropy values for 

disgust, sadness, and surprise did not differ from one another (ns) and constitute moderately 

difficult emotions to recognize.  
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Table 1. Dynamic and static stimuli entropy values. Stimuli names (e.g., "DM1fe") have the 

following format: Dynamic or static (e.g., "D or S"), gender of the actor (e.g., "M or F"), actor 

number (e.g., "1"), the first two letters of the expression (e.g., "fe" = "fear"). 

 

 

 



 

Figure 2. Mean rating proportions (pi) for photos. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Mean rating proportions (pi) for movies. 

 



 

Figure 4. Mean rating proportions (pi) for all photos (left half) and movies (right half). F and M 

stand for Female and Male respectively. S and D stand for static and Dynamic respectively. 

Finally 1 through five is the  female or male actor number. 
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